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Co-op venture
produces 64Mbit ram
Texas Instruments and Hitachi have
I unveiled the 64Mbit dram they have

been developing for the past two years.
The 228mm2 chip can store four copies
of Gone with the wind - some 2000
printed pages.

Dr Tsugio Makimoto from Hitachi said:
"We pooled the best of the technologies
of each side to realise benefits in terms of
technology and development efficiency
that greatly exceeded what either would
have been able to achieve
independently."

He reckons the success of the project
"provides a platform for substantially
strengthening and expanding our co-
operative efforts in this area".

The firms are considering a similar
project for the 256Mbit dram. Toshiba,
IBM and Siemens have already started
joint 256Mbit development.

A change from TI's previous drams is
that the chip uses stacked rather than
trench capacitor techniques.

Beeb in more HDTV tests

The
BBC and Thomson-CSF

Laboratories recently carried out a
second series of HDTV transmissions from
Crystal Palace to test reception quality in a
wide area around London. Transmitter
power was 10kW and channel 34 was used
with an 8MHz bandwidth, the same as an
ordinary Pal signal.

Bit rate was 30Mbit/s and the
compression system used a motion
compensated hybrid discrete cosine
transform similar but not identical to the
MPEG-2 format.

There were 500 carriers using an
orthogonal frequency division multiplex
and 64 -state QAM modulation.

Philips claims to the first company to produce a
60W, single ended output device for use in the
band 1.5 to 1.7GHz. The LFE15600X npn
transistor achieves a typical power gain of 8.5dB
at 1.5GHz and has been designed for class AB
linear service: Intermodulation products are
30dB down at 60W pep output.

Cheap packaging threatens CDs
The latest scare story about di i-itegrating

CDs appearing in the UK press may have
been hyperbolic in its predictions of millions
of CDs doomed to disintegrate but the facts
behind the story have substance. The cause
is not in the CD standard or manufacturing
process, but sulphur content of the
packaging.

Although the CD standards set by Philips
specified sleeve size they did not specify
materials. Analysis of the sleeves supplied
by the record companies showed that some
were made from high quality processed
paper called solid sulphite board, and did not
affect any discs, other sleeves were made
from untreated wood pulp. This releases
sulphur compounds which eat through the
protective lacquer on the label surface of the
CD to erode the metal reflective layer
underneath.

The first proof that CDs would not last
forever came in 1988. Pressing plants
discovered that the inks they were using to
print label information direct onto the disc
were eating through the protective lacquer
coating and destroying the very thin layer of
aluminium which reflects the laser light. So
the discs stopped playing. Before that, plants
pressing 30cm laser video discs had found
that the glues used to stick the two halves of
the double -sided discs together were eating
away the reflective layer. The factories
solved these problems by changing their
inks and glues.

Now Philips' plant in Blackburn has found
that some CD singles pressed in the late
eighties for record companies Polygram and
A and M are failing. Investigations have
identified the cause as release of sulphur
from some of the cardboard sleeves used to
pack CD singles. But the concerned
organisations do not agree on the basic
issues which might place CDs made by
other plants at risk.

Philips built the Blackburn PdO plant to
press 30cm video discs, but demand was
small so it began pressing 12cm CDs. It uses
a wet process, similar to that used for
making mirrors, to deposit a layer of silver
as the reflective surface. Most CD pressing
plants sputter aluminium but the necessary
equipment was not available when the
Blackburn factory was built.

In 1988 the record companies started to
sell CD singles, full size I2cm discs
carrying only around 20 minutes of music.
They cut costs by using cardboard sleeves
instead of plastic jewel boxes. In late 1989
the plant found that some discs in board
sleeves were refusing to play after a few

months use, while others played perfectly.
To confuse the issue, some discs would play
on some players but not others, and then
later fail on all players.

Cheap CD players immediately refused to
play the disc while more expensive players
with better error correction circuitry played
the disc perfectly, but failed after several
more months when the holes had grown
target.

The two types of sleeve look the same.
"We had a real struggle to distinguish
between them, but finally developed a
simple test" says Dave Wilson, PdO's
Technical Services Director. PdO found that
if a drop of methylated spirits is put on the
board surface, the material turns clear to
reveal a pulp of free fibres if the board is
untreated. PdO then worked with Philips to
set a standard for CD sleeve chemistry.
Although some record companies had
started to use plastic jewel boxes for singles,
because of the perceived low value of card,
the card sleeve is still used in some
countries, including France. Record
companies in the US use card sleeves for
full length CDs.

Polygram believes that the problem was
confined to the Blackburn factory because
the silver is more susceptible to sulphur than
aluminium; the effect is similar to silver
cutlery tarnishing. The disc gradually turns
from silver to bronze and loses its
reflectivity. But Dave Wilson of PdO
believes that aluminium will degrade in
exactly the same way if the record
companies supply any plant with card which
has a high sulphur content.

PdO now checks all card for sulphur
content. PdO also checks the paper inlay
notes which sit inside a jewel box and press
against the disc lacquer. Dave Wilson says
that all PdO technical information on the
sulphur risk was made available to other
plants. But the record divisions of EMI,
A & M and Polygram appeared unaware of
the need to use high quality paper and board
for the CD sleeves and inlays which they
supply to pressing plants. EMI says it is
confident that the problem is confined to
discs pressed by PdO. But a spokeswoman
for EMI's own CD pressing plant in
Swindon was unaware of the need to check
paper and card for sulphur content.

It now seem only a question of time before
someone, somewhere, reports full length
CDs rotting because they have either been
packaged in contaminated card boxes or
packed with contaminated paper sleeve
notes. Barry Fox
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